
Case Study

Scalefusion helped EKKanoo Efficiently Manage COD Devices and Applications To 
Boost Device and Data Security
 

About the Company

Business Goals

EKKanoo is a family-owned business that has served the Kingdom of Bahrain for over 60 years. 

The company’s core business is automotive retail and after-sales services for a broad spectrum 

of passenger and commercial products, including the flagship brands of Toyota and Lexus. 

In partnership with some of the world’s leading brands, it has diversified into various sectors 

and industries including automotive care products, vehicle hire and leasing, management 

consulting, IT services and security, industrial equipment, tyres, paint, and spare parts.

EKKanoo is one of the leading providers of automotive retail and after-sales services.  Their 

operations demanded the proper management of COD devices and applications. Other major 

requirements were to publish content or applications over-the-air to individual devices. At this 

point, the need for a robust MDM solution became apparent.

Manufacturing

Industry

• Location Tracking

• Content Management

• Remote Cast and Control

• Private App Store Space

Solutions & Features

Challenges

EKKanoo was in search of a mobile device management solution that could help them manage 

and monitor COD devices and applications. It was paramount to secure their data and devices 

to ensure uninterrupted operations and eliminate bottlenecks. This made them seek a robust 

solution to take care of all their device management needs.

Key Benefits

• Enhanced Operational Efficiency

• Increased device protection

• Improvised data security

• Heightened Employee Productivity

• Industry-leading UEM provider with 

simplified and intuitive mobile device 

management experience 

• Easy to configure, deploy, and 

upgrade devices and apps across the 

entire lifecycle

• Leading choice for a scalable solution 

with multi-OS support

Why Scalefusion



Solution

Scalefusion MDM proved to be the best fit for EKKanoo. It helped them manage and secure the COD devices which upscaled the operational 

efficiency and employee productivity. Scalefusion helped them keep a track of their devices with its Location Tracking feature. The content could 

easily be pushed to the applications and devices. Remote Cast and Control helped them to manage the devices remotely without any hassle. All 

of this coupled with a Simple User Interface and Customer Support impactfully rose to empower EKKanoo with efficient device management.

Key Results

Working with Scalefusion has brought out the following proven results for EKKanoo:

• Optimum COD device management

• Powerful applications management

• Increased data security

• Enhanced employee productivity

• Easy content deployment on apps
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Call Us

Ambitious companies around the world trust Scalefusion to secure 

and manage endpoints including smartphones, tablets, laptops, 

rugged devices, POS and digital signages. Our mission is to make 

Device Management simple and effortless along with providing world 

class customer support.

“We were facing a lot of challenges in managing our COD devices and 
applications. That’s when we switched to Scalefusion MDM. It delivered so aptly to 
our needs that everything worked just fine for us. ” - Kuppusamy S, Senior System 

Administrator, EKKanoo.
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